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5. Surveillance of vascular access 

pressure [7]. Smits et al. [8] reported that standardized
Guideline 5.1. Prior to any cannulation, monitoring of either venous pressure, access flow
autogenous arteriovenous fistulae and grafts or the combination of both with subsequent correc-
should be assessed by physical examination tive intervention can reduce thrombosis rate in 
(Evidence level IV). grafts. Recently, Spergel et al. [3] concluded in a 

preliminary report that all types of pressure measure-
Guideline 5.2. Objective monitoring of access 

ments should be abandoned in favour of access flow 
function should be performed at a regular base measurements. 
by measuring access flow (Evidence level II). Various techniques to measure access flow have

been described: 

Duplex ultrasound, Ultrasound flow dilution
Rationale (Transonic® ), Crit-Line III, Crit-Line III TQA, 

Variable flow Doppler, In graft Velocitymetry, 
Blood Velocity Meter and Glucose Pump Test. It is necessary to evaluate the vascular access
There is no clear preference for any one of theseclinically prior to any cannulation, both in autogenous
techniques [7]. AV fistulae and AV grafts. Inspection may reveal

In summary, access flow measurement is an swelling, infection, haematoma, aneurysm or stenoses. 
Palpation evaluates the characteristic thrill and accurate predictor of fistula/graft dysfunction, which

the intravascular pressure as it may differ between a may result in access thrombosis. An access flow

pre- and a post-stenotic vessel segment. Post-stenotic <600 ml/min in AV grafts [8–10] respectively, 
collapse of the vein after elevation of the arm above a reduction of flow >20% per month [9] or <300 ml/

the heart is proof of the haemodynamic relevance of min in forearm AV fistulae is an indication for 

a stenosis in autogenous AV fistulae. Auscultation is pre-emptive intervention [11]. For upper arm fistulas 
indicated if a stenosis is suspected and a high-pitched these flow data are lacking. Monthly flow measure-

bruit can be heard in the presence of a stenosis. ments for grafts and three monthly for fistulae
Clinical evaluation for the monitoring of prosthetic are recommended. Monitoring and surveillance
grafts may be difficult because of their rigidity, with subsequently pre-emptive radiological or surgical 
however, has been reported reliable to indicate flow intervention reduce the rate of thrombotic events 
changes [1]. Usually, no dilatation is observed, in AV grafts as well as in AV fistulae, thus 
except in case of cannulation-related pseudo-aneurysm substantially decreasing patient morbidity, hospital 
formation. Any suspicion of complications arising admissions and costs of healthcare delivery [12–14]. 
from the clinical examination should be confirmed Access monitoring programmes should be included 
by objective measurements. There are a wide variety as an integral part of routine dialysis care [13]. 
of functional and anatomic imaging techniques such

as access flow measurement, ultrasonography and

angiography, each with their own applicability 

and accuracy rates. The goal of these measurements Recommendations for further research

is the early diagnosis of AV fistula or AV graft

dysfunction, aiming at a pre-emptive correction
Improvement of monitoring methods to accurately

by interventional techniques [2] (See Guideline 7).
detect failing vascular access remains an important 

These measurements require technical equipment
issue for research. 

and can never substitute for physical examination.

Modern dialysis machines always provide venous

and arterial pressures which can be used to monitor
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